The POST Meeting will be held in Person and by Teleconference – The Public may access the
meeting by coming to Town Hall or calling the number below and entering the Meeting ID when
prompted.
Phone Number: 1 669 900 6833 0r 1 301 715 8592
Meeting ID: 963 5488 5256
Passcode: 318790

TOWN OF BASALT MEETINGS
Parks, Open Space and Trails Committee (POST)
Wednesday, December 8, 2021
At Town Hall and By Teleconference
Basalt Town Hall

101 Midland Avenue

4:00 PM

1. Call to Order

4:05

2. Approve Minutes
 November 17, 2021

4:07

3. Discussion of Basalt River Park with C1D – Phase 2 Improvements

5:10

4. Updates on Projects

5:20

5. POST Member Comments and Questions

5:30

6. Adjourn

Public Comment is limited to 3 minutes. Those who wish to speak should email
planning@basalt.net before the meeting starts with their name, phone number, and identify
what item they would like to address. During the meeting those wishing to comment may
also email planning@basalt.net, but it is not guaranteed that the email will be seen in a
timely fashion.
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DRAFT
POST Meeting Minutes
November 17, 2021
WORKSESSION
The Chair Jason Groves opened the meeting at 4:05 PM.
Members present included Chair Jason Groves, Vice Chair Carol Hawk, Paul Hilts,
Amiee Beazley, Julie Kolar, and Reid Haughey. The meeting was held both in
person and electronically via Zoom Conferencing.
Staff present included Susan Philp, Planning Director; Catherine Christoff, Town
Engineer; and Chris Beiser, Town Arborist. Public present included Temple
Glassier from the Mid-Valley Trails Committee.
AGENDA ITEMS
Approval of Minutes
M/S to approve the minutes from 10/27/2021. Motion passed by a vote of 6 to 0.
Update on Mid-Valley Trails Projects
Temple Glassier, Administrator for the Mid-Valley Trails Committee, was
introduced. Temple explained the background of the Mid-Valley Trails Committee
(MVTC) and summarized funding and projects for 2022. The purpose of the
discussion was to update POST about MVTC activities and talk about areas where
POST and the MVTC could collaborate. Throughout the discussion the main areas
highlighted are: Original Road trail connections, Cedar Drive/Basalt Mountain,
Lake Christine, and signage.
Midvalley/Original Road Area.
Temple informed that MVTC has $3,000 budged for the Midvalley Original Trail
Area. Chris Beiser showed pictures of existing conditions and improvements the
Town has made including trimming the evergreens along Lot 2 of MidValley Center
adding to the sidewalk that separates the Town’s Public Works Property and Lot 3
of the MidValley Center. Chris showed the area near the bus stop. Heyl is working
on fiber connection along Highway 82 for the Town and Tree Farm and so there
may be some needed reclamation near the bus stop. Chris showed the location of
concrete, beat up asphalt and gravel. Staff indicated that the surface could use
some TLC and reorganizing. There was the thought that maybe the new treatment
could be crusher fines and not asphalt [subsequent to this meeting Public Works
indicated that they would not plow snow on crusher fines so more discussion needs
to happen on this].
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Catherine Christoff summarized the meetings the Town has been having with the
HOA’s from Willits Bend and the Oak Grove Town Homes. The Town has agreed
to provide pedestrian/bicycle access at the southwest portion of the Town’s
property to the expanded sidewalk between Lots 3 and 4 of the MidValley Center.
The HOA’s have not yet agreed on the alignment or easements through those
properties. Work will continue on this.
In response to a question from Susan, Temple agreed that these were the
connections that the MVTC was wanting to collaborate with POST on.
Cedar Drive
Using a map, Temple showed the location of the Cedar Drive area and trail and
the locations of key private properties.
The good news is that with Eagle County using federal funding for Cedar Drive
Road improvements, the County recognized on the record that the road rights of
way were public. There are still some problem areas with private land holdings.
Julie pointed out that she lives off the upper Cedar Drive and is familiar with the
issues on lower Cedar Drive. As that road goes through CPW land bicycles are not
allowed which is problematic.
The conclusion of the Cedar Drive discussion was that POST’s involvement would
be wayfinding and signage through Town using Town Streets once the MVTC had
made more progress on the Cedar Drive Trail. The MVTC will let us know when
they need something from the Town.
Lake Christine
Temple that that with the tremendous increase in use of trails on CPW land that
there recently has been a recognition from CPW that it might be better to designate
trails for folks to use and closing social trails. MVTC has funds to contribute and
desires the trail from Lake Christine to El Jebel.
Signage
Temple talked to the POST Committee about trail signage. It was recognized that
it isn’t always the user who is in the wrong for using a trail in in an incorrect way
because signage is very confusing.
Julie had several comments regarding signage. She thought too much signage is
sign pollution. She recommended using something more natural in the Cedar Drive
area such as cairns to show folks they were going in the right direction. Winter
closures are inconsistent among the various jurisdictions. Trails go through many
jurisdictions and the user is not aware of that.
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Temple thought that potentially the MVTC and Basalt could use Pitkin County sign
program because it was the most developed, but Julie pointed out why that
wouldn’t work.
Susan reminded POST that POST had developed, and the Town adopted a sign
program but that the specific signs were extremely expensive, and that Staff
thought some of the signs would have contributed to sign pollution. However for
Basalt, key elements tie the signs together in terms of materials – the rusted metal
and river rocks being used by the Chamber Sign Committee and those in the
POST’s Sign Plan. Susan reported that in her opinion the bright wayfinding signs
shaped like a bicycle wheel have been well received because folks can see them
a long way off. She thought the Town could combine some of those ideas.
Catherine advised that she is participating in the Pitkin County OSTB retreat on
Thursday and that this is one of the discussion items. She would report back to
POST.
Other Updates
Staff updated POST on the status of the Basalt River Park. The Contractor is
building the rock retaining wall and buttoning things up for the winter.
Adjournment
M/S to adjourn at 5:20 pm. Motion passed.
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BASALT SCULPTURE + BERM SLIDE+ BANDSHELL

B A S A L T

12/08/2021 l RFP for play feature design & manufacturing

R I V E R

P A R K
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BASALT
SCULPTURE

BERM SLIDE

BANDSHELL

basalt river park l december 2021

SITE PLAN
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historical/contextual inspiration: Basalt Stone

approx 8”-42” tall

planting
beds where
applicable
(by GC)

8’ wi
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design principles, sizing, & program

(2) matching
seating elements
chasing misting
feature (by others)
colored concrete
(by GC)

SCOPE OF WORK:
• Price, design, fabricate, and ship sculptural forms to complete a linear art piece.
DESIGN PARAMETERS:
• 8’ fixed width, arching. Surrounding concrete was poured in 2021.
• Could be accomplished with any material.
• Must resemble or abstract - in form, color, and texture - the basaltic rock that is the Town’s
namesake.
• Must include two seating elements near primary circulation (see plan on next page for
approximate location) that match the character of the basaltic sculptures.
• Must have play value and be safe for kids.
• Consider altering the form from one side of the linear feature to the other as the misting
nozzles will also go off one end to the other.
• Each component will need to be structurally designed & anchored at the base.
• Must be no taller than 5’ to ensure view to river from intersection is not impeded.
NOT INCLUDED IN SCOPE:
• Dark grey colored concrete
• Misting nozzles, pumps, and lines by KoolFog (coordination may be needed, assume GC leads).
• Intermittent planting beds integrated into base of sculptures to help break up the hardscape
(coordination w/ Landscape Architect required).
• Installation of sculptural pieces unless specifically required by manufacturer. Include cost to
install as separate add alt line item in proposal.
basalt river park l december 2021

BASALT SCULPTURE
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concrete installation

KOOLFOG $65K SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS:
• The pump will be located within 50’ of the first fog area.
• Five areas will have 3 fog rings and 1 area will have 2 fog rings
• The Koolfog pump will have a variable frequency drive to allow each fog area(6) to be controlled
individually with a zone controller and solenoid valves to allow custom programming through a
programmable controller (not provided by Koolfog) of the different fog areas.

basalt river park l december 2021

BASALT MISTING FEATURE
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SCOPE OF WORK:
• Price, design, and construct embankment slide. Construction to include either fabrication (incl
shipping in cost) or be built on site (incl cost of construction).
DESIGN PARAMETERS:
• 5:1 sloped sod berm (slide can be taller to enable enough motion). Rough grading was
completed in 2021.
• Concrete preferred (plastic & metal have heat and maintenance concerns).
• Wide slide for companion play.
NOT INCLUDED IN SCOPE:
• Rough grading, sod, irrigation
• Boulder steppers on either side (although design ideas or alternatives will be considered by the
Landscape Architect).
• Engineered wood fiber at base.
• Installation of embankment slide unless specifically required by manufacturer. Include cost to
install as separate add alt line item in proposal.

precedent imagery
basalt river park l december 2021

BERM SLIDE
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historical/contextual inspiration: Basalt’s Brick Coke Ovens

Max 30’ tall
Max 56’ diameter base

design principles, sizing, & program

precedent imagery
basalt river park l december 2021

BANDSHELL
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SCOPE OF WORK:
• Price, design, fabricate, and ship bandshell structure.
• Provide acoustical consultant to provide design recommendations and review.
DESIGN PARAMETERS:
• 56’ diameter base allotted in plan. Can be smaller but no bigger. Accommodate a
8’-10’ stage thrust/apron beyond the proscenium.
• 30’ max height.
• Could be accomplished with any material. Must be fire rate material.
• Must resemble or abstract - in form, color, and/or texture - the coke ovens
historically used in Basalt.
• Structure must provide shade for use during non-event hours and offer users to
“porch sit”.
• Accommodate space for 1-15 person bands/performances. Assume bands will load
from the back via a sloped walkway (not in scope). Opening in back for access will
SOD BERM
thus be needed.
(ROUGH GRADING
• Include an internal bouldering wall (10’-12’ max height) with soft landing surface
COMPLETED 2021)
that meets playground safety standards.
• Alignment of bandshell shall be ~5° from restaurant face to reduce clap-back.
• Provide a permanent 2’x2’ grid above stage to accommodate lights (lights not in
scope).
• Include electrical outlets
• Structural design of base/footer.
NOT INCLUDED IN SCOPE:
• Installation of base/footer
uucc
• Moveable furniture
• Electrical service and lighting (coordination required). Electrical conduits are
STABILIZED
stubbed to the site.
CRUSHER FINES
• Installation of structure unless specifically required by manufacturer. Include cost
ACCESS TO
to install as separate add alt line item in proposal.
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basalt river park l december 2021

BANDSHELL
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